2017 NDSU Graduate Visitation Day

Looking for a Ph.D. in Chemistry or Biochemistry/Molecular Biology?

Visit us on October 21

and see what NDSU Chemistry and Biochemistry has to offer

The visit is on us!

Any student who is considering graduate school in the areas of Chemistry and Biochemistry is invited to visit NDSU to learn about our graduate programs. No need to apply first. Come and check us out with no strings attached. You will learn about our graduate program, find out what research is going on in the Department and tour state of the art NDSU Research Facilities.

The NDSU Chemistry and Biochemistry Department will cover local hotel charges for your stay up to two nights and provide up to $100 towards your transportation expenses.

for a schedule of events and more details visit:

nds.edu/chemistry

To reserve your spot contact:

Amy Kain, Administrative Secretary
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
Tel: 701-231-8694 email: amy.kain@ndsu.edu

Please make reservations by Monday, October 16, 2017

Graduate students in Chemistry and Biochemistry are financially supported with Teaching or Research Assistantships and receive tuition waivers.